A new data-structure called DDD (Data-Decision Diagram) for the fully symbolic model-checking of realtime software systems is proposed. DDD is a BDD-like data-structure for the encoding of regions 2]. Unlike DBM which records di erences between pairs of clock readings, DDD only uses one auxiliary binary variable for each clock. Thus the number of variables used in DDD is always linear to the number of clocks declared in the input system description. Experiment has been carried out to compare DDD with previous technologies.
Our innovation is that we use one bit for each clock to encode the ordering among the fractional parts of clock readings in the region construction 2]. Compared to the classic DBM 10] , DDD provides data-sharing capability of fully symbolic manipulation. In a DBM-based model-checker, since matrices and BDD are two di erent types of data-structure, we are forced to use a pair of BDD and matrix to represent a region. As a result, the set of regions are forced to be represented as an explicit directed graph which grows exponentially with timing constant magnitude and concurrency size.
Newer technology of NDD 1] and CDD 7] use binary inequalities of the form x i] ? x j] c. NDD uses binary encoding for the possible values of c while CDD uses multiple value-ranges to record them. However, the number of variables in their data-structure is likely to be quadratic to the number of clocks used in the systems. The number of variables used in our DDD technology, on the other hand, is always linear to the number of local clocks.
Here is our presentation plan. Section 2 de nes the language for system behavior description. Section 3 discusses representation for asymmetric systems. Section 4 formally presents our data-structure scheme. Section 5 shows how to maintain DDD's after clock reading advancements and clock reset operations. Section 6 compares DDD technology with previous ones by performing experiments on several benchmarks.
Real-time software systems
We assume a real-time software system to be composed of a set of concurrent processes running di erent copies of the same program. Given a system of m processes, the processes are indexed with integers 1 through m which are called process identi ers. NULL is actually integer 0 and is used as the special null process identi er in data-structure construction. The program is presented as a timed automaton 2] equiped with global and local variables of type clock, discrete, and pointer. A global variable can be accessed by all processes while a local variable can only be accessed by its declaring process. Clocks can hold reals, can be tested against integers, and can be reset to zero during transitions. Only one local clock per process is allowed and no global clock is allowed. Discrete variables can hold integer constants. Operations on discrete variables are comparisons and assignments with integer constants. A special local discrete variable mode is used to record the operation mode of the executing process. Pointer variables can hold NULL or process identi ers. Operations on pointers are comparisons and assignments with NULL or local process identi ers (the one of the executing process).
Syntax
Given a system of m processes with variable set X, we can de ne global state predicates and local state predicates.
Global state predicates are used to specify initial conditions and safety properties and are presented with a process identi er attached to each local variable to distinguish which local references are for which processes. The syntax of a global state-predicate is:
::= false j x c j y = NULL j y = c j x i] c j y i] = NULL j y i] = c j : 1 j 1 _ 2
Variables appended with square brackets are local variables while those not are global variables. x is either a clock variable or a discrete variable. y is a pointer variable. c is a natural constant. is an inequality operator in f ; <; =; >; g. i is a process identi er constant in 1; m]. : and _ are Boolean negation and disjunction respectively. Parentheses can be used to disambiguate the syntax. Standard shorthands are true :false, 1^ 2 :((: 1 ) _ (: 2 )), and 1 ! 2 (: 1 ) _ 2 .
Local state-predicates are used to describe invariance and triggering conditions in the automata. Their syntax is very much like that of global state-predicates except that all occurrences of process identi er constants are replaced by the symbolic process identi er p which is to be interpreted as the process identi er of the executing process.
In gure 1, we have an example automaton for Fischer's timed mutual exclusion algorithm. Here, we have a global pointer lock and a local clock x p] for process p with p as the symbol for the identi er of the executing process. On each transition (arc), we label the triggering condition and assignment sequence. Testing on and assignments to local discrete mode are omitted from the transitions for simplicity. and are two integer parameters to be substituted in implementation. Mutual exclusion to mode 3 is maintained when < . j = , i for all k 0 and t k t t k+1 , k + t j = . We say S satis es , in symbols S j = , i for all -runs such that j = I, j = . In case that S 6 j = , we say S violates .
Normalized runs and a permutation scheme
Given a constant r 2 R, int(r) is the integer part of r while frac(r) is the fractional part of r. Let C S be the biggest integer constant used to compare with a local clock in the system description S. The normality condition is restated here:
\Suppose the local clock is x in a system S = hA; m; Ii. A state of S is normalized i for any 1 i < j m, either (x; j) > C S or frac( (x; i)) frac( (x; j))."
Thus, in a normalized state, we can conceptually divide the process identi ers into several segments in the following pattern. 1; . . . De nition 3 normalized runs Given a run = ( 0 ; t 0 )( 1 ; t 1 ) : : : ( k ; t k ) : : : : : : of a real-time software system S = hA; m; Ii, a normalized run of is a mapping from N R such that for every k 2 N and 0 t t k , (k; t) is a normalized state of k + t. k After each transition or clock readings advancement, a normalized state can be changed to an unnormalized one and there can be more than one identi er permutation whose application can maintain the normality of states. We propose the following permutation rules which can simplify our tool implementation. ? for all j i k, the identi er of process i is changed to i ? j + 1; and ? for all 1 i < j, the identi er of process i is changed to i + k ? j + 1; and ? for all k < i m, the identi er of process i is unchanged to make it normalized. The permutation can be viewed as an identi er segment movement from j; k] to Since DDD technology only handles normalized states and normalized runs, it seems only appropriate for symmetric software systems and symmetric speci cations. By \symmetric," we mean that for an executing process, all other process's identifers are the same. There is no next process identi ers like in a ring network. Also no special identi er constants served to distinguish leaders.
However, there is a simple translation scheme which makes DDD technology also capable of verifying asymmet- In this way, the asymmetricity among processes are totally distinguished by the range of values that local discrete mode can have even after arbitrary process identi er permutations.
For example, we have a ring network mutual exclusion algorithm in gure 2(a). Here t is the local discrete variable for token. Because in the upward transition local variable of a peer process is modei ed (t p%m+1] := 1;), the system is not in the framework of our real-time software systems. After making the union of the process automata, we can construct the new automaton in gure 2(b) which is not connected and is partitioned into three connected components corresponding to the three process automata. Also the local token declaration is now redeclared as global. Of course, initial condition I has to be: As for the complexity incurred by the scheme in this section, if we have m processes, the total number of auxiliary binary variables used in the DDD is m log m and is very close to linear complexity w.r. Given an automaton A with variable name set X, the variable set in the DDD for an m process system is fx j x 2 X; x is globalg fx i] j x 2 X; x is local; 1 i mg f i] j 1 i mg
Here is the name for an auxiliary local binary discrete variable name used to encode the fractional part orderings among clock readings. According to Alur et al's region graph construction 2], the state-equivalence relation for model-checking is determined by the following three factors: the discrete information of each state, the integer parts of clock readings C S . the ordering among the fractional parts of clock readings C S .
Our innovation is that we use one bit ( ) for each clock to encode the ordering among the fractional parts of With such de nition of data-structure and appropriate permutations of process identi ers after clock reading advancements and clock reset operations, we are able to represent the regions of timed automata 2]. As for the other input variables, local or global, we simply copy them as the variables in our DDD. Thus given a realttime software system S = hA; m; Ii with A = hX; ; Q; ; E; ; i, the number of variables used in our DDD is O(mjXj + m). 
Experiments
We have experimented to compare DDD technology with previously published performance data in two reports 4, 6 ] that compared performances of various model-checkers respectively on two versions of Fischer's timed mutual exclusion algorithm as shown in Figure 4 . UPPAAL's version has bigger timing constants while Balarin's version allows repetitions. UPPAAL is based on DBM technology and has been well accepted as one of the most e cient model-checkers for real-time systems. It has been used to successfully verify many communication protocols. Recently, CDD technology was proposed to enhance the performance of UPPAAL 7] . However, further reports are yet to be seen. In 6], UPPAAL was compared with many other model-checkers like HyTech's 3], Epsilon, and Kronos 13] on the automaton in gure 4(a). The experiments was reported to be performed on a Sparc-10 with 128 MB memory (real plus swap). All other tools fail when the number of processes reaches beyond 5 while UPPAAL can verify the algorithm on 8 processes.
We have implemented two version of DDD on an Pentium II 366 MHz IBM notebook with 256 MB memory (real plus swap) running Linux. The tools are avaiable at:
http://www.iis.sinica.edu.tw/~farn/ddd
The rst version is plain while the second version employs the clock-shielding reduction technique reported in 12, 14] . Reduction clock-shielding replaces clock readings with 1 in a state when along any runs from the sate, it is determined that such a reading will no longer be read unless the clock is reset. The performance is listed in the following table. \CS" means the version with clock-shielding reduction while \no CS" means the one without. The CPU time is measured in seconds. The space is measured in kilobytes and only includes those for the management of DDD's and 2-3 trees. \N/A" means \not available" which indicates that the corresponding experiment has not been performed. The time consumption is considerable bigger than that of UPPAAL 6] considering the CPU clock rate di erence. This is due to our implementation philosophy. We believe time is an unbounded resource while space is not. As can be seen from procedure ToInt(), no DDD for the relation between current state and next state is computed. In practice, such a relation in DDD can occupy a great many bytes. The next-state set DDD is computed by analysis on di erent situations of i and j. The sacri ce in CPU time pays o in the memory space e ciency. With twice the memory size used in 6], we are now able to verify the simpli ed Fischer's algorithm with 13 processes.
UPPAAL is a mature tool with a great arsenal of reduction technologies implemented. Our software at this moment only relies on minimal canonicality of DDD to gain performance. Please note that the exponent base in our data seems to decrease with respect to concurrency size. This may imply that fully symbolic manipulation is more suitable for large system veri cation. In the future, with more reduction technique implemented for DDD, we hope even more performance improvements will be observed. For example, the clock-shielding reduction indeed slowers down the state-space explosion problem exponentially. Still several simple reduction, like getting rid of FALSE terminal nodes in DDD, can be implemented in the future version of DDD to get constant factor of improvement.
In 4], weak and strong approximation technologies of symbolic veri cation are proposed and experiments are performed on algorithm in gure (b). We extend the performance data table in 4] to compare our tool with previous technologies. The original table consists of the rt ve columns and only reports the CPU time in seconds used by various tools. \M/O" means \out of memory." KRONOS is also based on DBM technology while Wong-Toi's tool is based on approximation. In our extension, each entry is composed of both CPU time (in seconds) and space (in kilobytes) used. The column extension is for time/space consumed without clock-shielding reduction. Balarin's experiment is performed on Sparc 2 with 128 MB memory while ours is performed on IBM Thinkpads with PII 366 MHz and 256 MB memory. The extended table shows that DDD indeed control state-space explosion better.
Conclusion
We propose to use one auxiliary binary variable for each clock in our new data-structure for fully symbolic modelchecking of real-time software systems. Since we now have fewer variables in the fully symbolic manipulation, theoretically we can expect better veri cation performance. With better implementation of reduction techniques borrowed from BDD technology, we are hoping for further performance improvement.
